WHERE IS U.S. BARLEY GOING?

TOP U.S. EXPORT CUSTOMERS IN MARKETING YEAR 2020/2021

1. Mexico | 412,097 MT
2. Canada | 310,712 MT
3. Japan | 18,314 MT
4. South Korea | 4,214 MT
5. Taiwan | 3,827 MT

Rank by Quantity (metric tons)

6. United Kingdom | 1,859 MT
7. South Africa | 1,225 MT
8. Israel | 1,009 MT
9. Australia | 399 MT
10. Chile | 378 MT
Rest Of The World | 3,025 MT

Rank by Value ($ thousands)

1. Mexico | $238,362
2. Canada | $73,740
3. Japan | $9,283
4. Israel* | $3,102
5. South Korea* | $1,853

6. Taiwan* | $1,173
7. United Kingdom* | $995
8. South Africa* | $713
9. Australia | $390
10. Chile | $122
- Rest Of The World | $3,476


*Barley/barley products are sold based on contract and at varying rates, therefore top rankings for tonnage do not align with rankings for value.